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Inspection Report
10/25/2021

To: Conservation Commission
From: Jeff Carlson, Natural Resources Director
Re: Pocomo Neighbors SE48-2874
Project history and description:
This project called for the installation of 7 tiers of coir logs with sand cover and
plantings as permitted under Order of Conditions SE48-2874. This permit was issued
to the applicants on June 1, 2016. The project was constructed in front of the properties
at 47 and 53 Pocomo Road with a gap between 55 and 57 Pocomo and then constructed
again between 61, 63, 67 and 69 Pocomo Road. The original sand and material
delivery location is a proprietor’s road between 57 and 61 Pocomo Road. Machinery
access the beach at Pocomo Point and travel down the beach to the project area. A
Certificate of Compliance was issued for this project on 10/23/2019 with ongoing
conditions 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 (see attached list
of conditions). This project has kept current with inspection reports and the project is
generally kept in excellent condition. The Commission staff has conducted several
inspections since the initial application and continue to inspect this area regularly as
well as the other projects in the Pocomo area.
Current inspection:
Upon an inspection on September 9, 2021 of the project area known as Pocomo
Neighbors SE48-2874, located at 47, 53, 55, 57, 61, 63, 67 and 69 Pocomo Road they
following observations were made and documented. In general, the structure seemed to
be in compliance and in good repair but there are a few concerns to be reviewed and
potentially addressed by the Commission. These potential points of discussion center
around the sand delivery location some potential impacts on adjacent properties and the
transporting of materials to other project areas.
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Sand delivery access point/way:
The access way has sparse vegetation, but the top of the bank is showing some signs of
surface water runoff over the top and creating some scour. Straw waddles are in place
and need regular maintenance. Staff recommendation is to potentially investigate
alternative delivery locations and let this one regrow and stabilize to avoid further
impacts. See attached pictures.
Area adjacent to sand delivery area:
Based on the site inspection and attached photographs and the understanding that the
unprotected bank will still have some natural erosion the area adjacent to the sand
delivery area on 57 Pocomo Road is showing some signs of potential scour in
comparison to the unprotected bank further to the east on the same property.
Additional condition 21 reads as follows:
21. Should the monitoring reports show an adverse impact to surrounding
properties, an adverse impact to the project area, or the narrowing of the beach
to where the mean high water mark is contacting the base of the project, the
applicant shall appear before the Commission to discuss the proper action to
take to mitigate the condition, including but not limited to the removal of the
structure, repair of the structure or revision to the nourishment program.
Based on the inspection there are potentially impacts to surrounding properties that
need to be addressed. Staff would recommend looking into either alternative delivery
locations to avoid this impact or some level of mitigation or nourishment to restore
these impacts if the Commission were to determine that the potential scour is related to
the sand delivery point.
In addition, it has been reported to Commission staff that excess sand delivered to this
point is being used on projects in areas outside this project. This is of concern to staff
as delivery and access points are permitted to specific projects to make tracking and
enforcement feasible and to properly understand what impacts to expect and where. It
can also create problems if inappropriate material is used to know all the locations that
it may have ended up is important. If sand is being delivered from areas not originally
included in permitting it can make this almost impossible. It is staff’s recommendation
to work with the contractor working on many of these sites to properly determine the
best path of travel, the best access points and to try and minimize impacts to the area
given the number of projects on the north and south side of Pocomo. Given the sheer
number of existing structures in this area determining the access points with the least
amount of impact for the area maybe critical moving forward.
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Ongoing Conditions – as required by the Certificate of Compliance
17. Detailed survey plans as stamped by a licensed surveyor or licensed engineer
shall be submitted to the Commission twice a year and post storm events, with
storm events being defined as a period of sustained winds in excess of 40MPH
for a period of 6 hours, to show from the top of the bank to the beach/bank
interface landward of the toe and then extending to Mean Low Water. This
survey shall include the entire project area. Reports shall be submitted to the
Commission showing the amount of sand delivered to the project area and to
which project area it was delivered.
18. Photographs of the project area are required quarterly and in addition
photographs shall be required to be submitted, demonstrating the condition of
the entire project area within 24 hours of each storm event.
19. All structural materials, such as the coir logs, posts, and anchors, shall be
marked for identification. Distinguishing marks shall include tagging of plastic
and branding of wood or metal.
20. The applicant shall be responsible for retrieving any and all materials stored,
dislodged or washed off site for the life of the project.
21. Should the monitoring reports show an adverse impact to surrounding
properties, an adverse impact to the project area, or the narrowing of the beach
to where the mean high water mark is contacting the base of the project, the
applicant shall appear before the Commission to discuss the proper action to
take to mitigate the condition, including but not limited to the removal of the
structure, repair of the structure or revision to the nourishment program.
22. The applicant will be required to provide the bi-annual reporting for one year
post removal of the structure to demonstrate any impacts from the structure to
the remaining coastal beach/bank.
23. Nourishment is required to be maintained to the volumes specified in the plan of
record and provided narratives. All nourishment sands are to be bank
compatible sand. The applicant shall provide the Commission with a grain size
analysis from each sand source being used for the nourishment prior to the
delivery to the beach. Following the installation of any post-construction
nourishment a new detailed as-built by a licensed surveyor or engineer must be
provided to the Commission showing the new profile and location. The yearly
report shall include a total of the amount of sand placed and its placement in
relation to established vegetation.
24. The applicant shall provide the Commission with contact information including
name, mailing address, and phone number of all participants in the project as
well as any contractor working on the project.
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25. The applicant shall get a written sign off from the Beach Manager on a biweekly basis from April 1st to September 15th to use vehicles on the beach. The
sign-off will serve to confirm the presence or absence of any protected species
within the project area or route of travel to and from the project area.
26. No machinery or materials are to be stored on the beach.
27. The initial monitoring report shall be presented to the Commission as part of a
regular meeting of the Commission and is to take place one year after the
installation is completed. This yearly meeting shall continue for the duration of
the project.
28. The coir logs shall be kept in good repair and if they are damaged they shall be
repaired and notice provided to the Commission of the repair. The coir logs
shall be kept in good repair so long as they are aiding in the establishment of a
plant community. Once vegetation is established the replacement of coir logs in
that area is prohibited.
29. If less than 75% of the plantings are living plants at the end of the growing
season the applicant shall come before the Commission for what remedial action
is needed to return the structure into compliance.
30. If the coastal bank does not see 75% of the plant community survival after three
years the project is deemed a failure. Should this occur the applicant shall file a
new Notice of Intent to modify the existing project or permit its removal.
31. The first sample of invertebrate life within the beach shall be taken prior to
construction. These samples shall be taken from all transect locations with the
results provided to the Commission for review.
32. The project will be deemed a failure upon 33% of the project materials
excluding nourishment material needing to be replaced over two of three years.
Should this occur the applicant shall file a new Notice of Intent to modify the
existing project or permit its removal.
33. Prior to the start of work the Mean High Water line shall be staked and shall
serve as the limit of work through out the project. No work or travel by
machine is allowed seaward of the MHW line under this Order.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alvordjoel@gmail.com
Jeff Carlson
Pocomo Neighbors SE48-2874
Thursday, January 20, 2022 6:07:09 PM

To: Nantucket Conservation Commission and Mr. Jeff Carlson, Natural Resources Director
I am writing as a resident abutter to 57/59 PR. I live during the summer at 59 Pocomo Road. While I
support the project to help stabilize the coastal bank, I am concerned about the manner that it is
being administered and managed. 57/59 PR is at the eastern end of the project and the property at
57 is not participating. There has been consistent and unnecessary damage to the PR, the beach
access and the beach front of the nonparticipant at 57. The majority of the properties participating
are to the west and now extend around and beyond Pocomo Point to the south. There are several
alternate delivery sites available at locations in the middle of the participants. I believe the current
location is an issue of fairness. It is not fair to have the major disruption of the 57/59 PR and the
adjacent beach so far from the center of participants for the delivery of sand for the ever increasing
replenishment activity. I request that the Commission seriously consider the issue of fair play and
change the delivery site, moving it to the west to reduce the travel distance of the heavy equipment
and thereby the unnecessary damage to the fragile beach.
Thank you for your
consideration.                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                  Sincerely,
                                                                                                                                                                  Joel B
Alvord
                                                                                                                                                                  Grantor
of the 59 Pocomo Road 2012 Irrevocable Trust
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rich StPierre
Jeff Carlson
Steve St.Pierre; Chris Kelly; jeffreydshapiro@gmail.com; salvord@balancepointcapital.com
Pocomo Road Neighbors Assoc. Revetment Project
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:51:46 AM

Dear Jeff,
My name is Rich StPierre and I would like this letter to be entered into the record regarding the use of the
Proprietor’s Way adjacent to the Shapiro property.
My wife and I have been a home owner on Pocomo Road since 1980.
As with the entire island, we have seen tremendous growth on our road.   This Proprietors Way used to be a
camouflaged beautiful meandering path to the harbor, but has been transformed into what now appears to be an
open, wide public access to the beach, inviting it’s use to all passerby’s.
I understand the erosion of the bluff is a serious problem and the home owners directly affected have the right to do
whatever possible to minimize this, but the associated impact of their efforts should not be borne by those not part of
the project.
The impact of the annual sand replenishment has been an ongoing issue from the start. I doubt a Proprietors Way
such as this was ever intended to be an avenue for heavy equipment such as that used to deliver the replenishment
sand and in turn be distributed to the revetments sites on both sides of Pocomo Point.
Every Spring we return to see a 25 foot mud path from Pocomo Rd to the beach. Any growth from the previous
year is destroyed. The erosion at the end of the path and bank is an annual issue. Also, the erosion of the Shapiro’s
property immediately adjacent to the main section of the project seems to be much more severe since it’s inception.
In addition, I don’t know where this revetment sand is expected to migrate to, but the harbor immediately in front or
the path is shallower than I have ever seen it.
The stairs to the beach, that three of the homeowners built were damaged by the extensive amount of sand delivered
to the site. The project engineer said that the damage was caused by ice formed during the winter months. I invite
you to look at the pictures Chris Kelly submitted and make your own judgement.   This patronizing attitude was
unnecessary and uncalled for.
Again, I feel the home owners should have the right to take steps to protect their bluffs, but not in a way that
unnecessarily affects so many others. There are alternatives, but those involved in the project do not seem to want
to face this annual problem next to or on their own property.
I hope you can take a new look at this project and offer some alternatives that would be satisfactory to all.
Sincerely,
Rich StPierre
Sent from my iPad
________________________
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

greasyluck@aol.com
Jeff Carlson
jeffreydshapiro@gmail.com; cjkelly@insight-partners.com; richstpierre60@comcast.net;
salvord@balancepointcapital.com; jalvord@shawmutcapital.com; sfa@sfapc.com
Pocomo Road Neighbors Association Revetment Project
Monday, January 24, 2022 4:27:10 PM

January 24, 2022
Dear Mr. Jeff Carlson,
Although I missed the deadline to submit this letter for the recent Con Com meeting, I am hoping it will
still be entered into the record so that my concerns will be added to those of the other property abutters
and users of the Proprietor's Way adjacent to the Shapiro property at 57 Pocomo Road. My wife and I
have been owners of 56 Pocomo Road for approximately 40 years and full time residents since 2008.
The revetment projects use of the current proprietors way has been an ongoing problem since the
beginning. Our major concerns have been the following:
1. We had no idea that the charming meandering path we used to the harbor, completely obscured from
the road, would be transformed into a major thoroughfare. It is now unsightly and will never have a
chance to regrow, since it is used every year by the heavy equipment to off load and distribute revetmet
sand.
2. The path's steep grade slopes down toward the bluff and every year the water runoff significantly
erodes the bank that is built up with sacrificial sand. Seed and pelletized fertilizer that the revetment
company puts down each spring after completing their work is rapidly washed into the harbor in spite of
the water bars that they place along the path.
3. This wide open thoroughfare has also acted as an invitation for the public to drive their vehicles down
to check out the beach. In response, the abutters placed a split rail fence along the road to discourage
this, but now cars park along the fence creating a hazard for pedestrians and drivers on Pocomo Road.
4. Another concern is the stairs to the beach. They are paid for and maintained by the three families on
the opposite side of the road who have deeded access to the beach. We are concerned that we are
liable for any problems that may occur from use by the general public or the revetment team. Every year
our stairs receive the brunt of the huge amount of sand dumped from above. Each year from the projects
beginning, the annual sand deposition by Wilkinson Associates on our stairs have noticeably bowed them
more toward the point. Annually, sand deposited and distributed from the proprietors way would overflow
onto the lower 1/3-1/2 of our stairs, shifting the stairs to the west.  In spite of voicing our concerns and
promises that it wouldn't happen again, the yearly problem continued. The project engineer would blame
the damage on harbor ice, forming over the winter and thus pushing the stairs out of alignment. I have
lived in Pocomo year round since permission was given to clear this proprietors way and have kept a
close eye on our stairs during storms and harbor freeze ups. I check harbor conditions after all major
storms and can attest to the fact that there has never been any ice damage that has occurred to our
stairs. All the damage is from the off loading and distribution of the sand. I have pictures to prove this if
needed.
5. We have been told that the Com Com made the decision to use our proprietors way for this project.
Why do the property owners who are not involved with this project, have to annually deal with this
aggravation? What the abutters would like to request is that the access point of the revetment be moved
to one that is adjacent to those people who are financially supporting this project, i.e. the Bartells property
would be an appropriate choice. Using a proprietors way closer to Pocomo Point and in between the
properties that are actually having the work done would make a lot more sense and would be on more
level ground eliminating the runoff issue. This would be more in the center of the project, especially if the
Wilkinson project continues to deliver sand to the town side from the Wawinet side of the point.
I have made several attempts in the past two years to contact the director of Natural Resources about
these concerns and was told he would get back to me. Sadly, I never received the courtesy of a return
call. Hopefully our concerns will now be addressed. I don't feel any of the neighbors being affected
adversely by this project want to interfere with their neighbors right to protect their properties, but we
would like our concerns addressed in a sensible and equitable way. We don't feel that has been done
thus far.

Sincerely,
Stephen J. St. Pierre, DVM
56 Pocomo Road
Nantucket, MA
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christopher Kelly
Jeff Carlson
sfa@sfapc.com
Proprietor"s Road adjacent to 57 Pocomo Road - DEP #SE48-2478
Friday, January 21, 2022 11:33:28 AM
_NOI_Appl_3-17-16.pdf
Prop. Road construction impact.png

Hi Jeff,
My name is Christopher Kelly (Chris) and I’ve been a resident at 64 Pocomo for 23 years. My
family and I have always used the Proprietor’s Road (PR) adjacent to the Shapiro property at
57 Pocomo Road to access the Pocomo waterfront and have witnessed the negative impacts
of the sand loading operation up close. I wasn’t able to attend the prior Con Comm meeting
where this was discussed so I’d like this letter to be made part of the record for your next
hearing. I’d like to address some aspects of this project that concern me:
·         Approval process of original Order of Conditions
·         Impact of construction and maintenance operations
·         Future impact of continued operation
·         Inequity of Adverse Impacts

Original Approval Process
The NOI filed by Nantucket Engineering on 3/17/16 (attached), did not accurately inform
abutters of the impact of the construction project. It was very misleading. The construction
access was identified as coming from the “end of Pocomo Rd.” and the statement that sand
and materials would be delivered from the upland portion of the property did not reveal the
destructive steps to do so. Our natural inclination was to be supportive of our neighbor’s
efforts to address erosion from the winter storms of 2015/2016. We had no idea the intent
was to clear cut a 25’ wide swath from Pocomo Rd down to the bluff, destroying a scenic,
meandering path down to the water. Nor did we understand the heavy construction footprint
of annual maintenance requirements. There will never be an opportunity for this access path
to heal environmentally under the current Order of Conditions. We now understand why the
applicants chose not to advocate for the use of the Proprietor’s roads adjacent to their
properties. See attached photo.
Construction and Maintenance Impacts
Subsequent to the initial clear cut and revetment installation, it became clear that annual
storms would necessitate sand replenishment and yearly adverse construction impacts to the
PR. The use of heavy equipment destroys whatever vegetation is planted to attempt to
remediate bluff erosion from runoff coming down this PR (see attached pics 2-4),
notwithstanding the use of straw wattles. The sand loading area itself is not protected by
vegetation and therefor will provide a continual source of runoff. I realize providing sacrificial
sand is part of the project, but what impact does this have on the harbor? All of the Pocomo

neighbors have noticed water depths out to our mooring dropping annually. Is this impact on
the harbor part of an acceptable tradeoff?
Future Impacts
As you can see from pics 5-6, the sand loading operation is not a small scale impact. As long
as Nantucket is exposed to storms, erosion and sand replenishment will be an ongoing
requirement. Several abutters pay for the use and maintenance of our beach stairs. We felt
the project GC and engineer have patronized us in the past when we brought concerns to
them regarding damage to these stairs. We were dismissively told it was due to “storm
damage”. Only when we provided photographic evidence of the cause and effect were they
responsive to fixing these stairs. We’re also concerned about the liability of having these
stairs used during construction without permission from the abutters.
Inequity of Adverse Impacts
It is frustrating to hear from our neighbor’s benefitting from the project that the sand loading
must continue from the current PR instead of adjacent to their properties because “that’s
what Con Comm has approved”. Why are the adverse effects of this project being borne by
those abutter’s not participating in the project? Project applicants have PR’s adjacent to their
properties – why aren’t they being used? Why is sand at this delivery point being used on the
Eastern side of Pocomo Point? It feels like our initial willingness to be supportive of our
neighbors is being taken advantage of.
I know the Con Comm has its own concerns about how this project is continued. I urge you to
take a fresh evaluation of the current situation and consider if this is working as originally
intended and whether there might be a more equitable means of proceeding without
adversely impacting abutters.
Would you kindly confirm receipt of this email?
Thank you,

Christopher J. Kelly
Principal
Insight Partners, Inc.
275 Grove Street
Suite 2-400
Newton, MA 02466
617-663-4884 (Office)
617-755-4482 (Mobile)
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Work Description
The applicant proposes to re-establish a vegetated slope on the face of the Coastal Bank, and
enhance the ability of the landform to maintain a vegetated slope with the installation of
biodegradable sand-filled fiber rolls with anchors, re-vegetation of the Coastal Bank, and
maintenance of sand over the rolls. The sand cover will serve as sacrificial sediment to
replicate a natural bank for storm damage protection and will maintain the available supply of
sediment to the littoral system during storms.
The construction access for the project will be from the end of Pocomo Road to the beach along
the existing sand track. This access will be used for once daily trips to get a small track excavator
to the beach. No equipment will be left on the beach overnight or during severe storms. The beach
access will be restored to match the existing conditions. Before and after construction
photographs will be provided to the Commission to document appropriate restoration of the
access area.
Sand and materials for the project will be delivered to the upland portion of the property for
staging and transported to the beach as needed via small hoppers or front end loader.
Existing sand will be used as available and tested for grain size as part of this work.
Supplemental sand brought in from offsite will be tested to confirm similar grain size
characteristics to the existing sand.
Upon completion of the project, the face of the Coastal Bank will be vegetated with American
Beach Grass and other appropriate native species.
Monitoring & Maintenance
The applicant proposes to conduct the following observation and maintenance program for the
installed slope stabilization:
•

Visit the site twice per year in early spring and late fall to observe condition of
the slope and assess need for maintenance.

•

Visit the site after each significant storm to assess conditions and provide as needed
repairs.

•

When significant storm damage is observed, the Conservation Commission
will be notified to implement corrective measures.

Conclusion
The work as proposed will not affect the ability of the resource areas to function as they currently
do, and will result in an improvement to the stability and vegetative community of the coastal
bank system. The project will not result in an adverse impact on the areas or the interests
protected by the Commission including flood control, erosion control, storm damage prevention,
prevention of pollution, wildlife, and scenic views.
Sincerely,

Arthur D. Gasbarro, PE, PLS, LEED AP

TO:

Jeff Carlson and Members of the Board of the ConComm

FROM:

Lois Shapiro/Jeff Shapiro (57 Pocomo Road, Nantucket)

DATE:

January 21, 2022

RE:

57/59 Pocomo Road Proprietors Road Usage

Jeff Carlson’s enforcement report as submitted to the ConComm pointed out many
key issues of concern related to the Sand Delivery/Sand Chute at the
proprietors road located between 57 Pocomo Road and 59 Pocomo Road (“57/59
PR”). We would like to thank the ConComm and its staff for bringing more focus
to the challenges of this situation.
As a brief background, our family has owned the residential property at 57 Pocomo
Road for just over 40 years. Our family has been very involved in matters
affecting life in Pocomo as my husband (jeffs father) Robert Shapiro was the head
of the Pocomo Homeowners Association for over 10 years and was actively
involved thru the time he passed away a year ago. The sand delivery efforts at
57/59 PR have been disruptive and damaging to our property and to the quality of
life for us and our neighbors.
57/59 PR, including the path itself and the beach, have become a major on-going
construction site with collateral damage to innocent users of the PR and abutters
like us who are not the beneficiaries of the project. There is no end in sight due to
the continual need for sand replenishment. While the project benefits a select few
private landowners, these unintended consequences are falling on other private
property owners like us who have chosen to not participate in the project.
--There has been continual destruction of nature’s own ability to protect and heal
the bluff/beach due to constant heavy equipment use and over-use of the fragile
environment of the beach, edge of bluff and the 57/59 PR. During his site visit,
Jeff Carlson pointed out to us that certain areas of our beach were replenishing
naturally with beach grass growth and sand build up. This was not evident on our
beachfront that is in front of the sand delivery area of 57/59 PR.
--Per Jeff Carlson’s report, there is increased erosion to our bluff as result of the
sand chute’s location adjacent to our natural terrain. It is evidenced by a scuffingout of the bluff adjacent to the sand chute. The chute projects into the path of
oncoming water and thus diverts high waters into our bluff.

--Sand delivery and equipment is infringing on our property as use does not just
stay in the right of way of the 57/59 PR on the beach. Sand spills onto and
equipment rolls over our private property as it extends to the beachfront. (See
pictures attached to Chris Kelly note to the ConComm)
--Damage and disruption from heavy dump truck use on 57/59 PR makes it unsafe
and unpassable for neighbors and the community (especially old and young) for its
intended purpose of beach access for recreation as wattles and water bars make it
much harder to traverse. Was it ever anticipated that a public proprietor’s road
would be utilized as a major and continual private commercial construction
project??
--Continual stripping of vegetation due to overuse of 57/59 PR by dump
trucks/equipment traffic has led to water runoff which has added to the erosion to
our bluff and the sand chute itself. Heavy full dump trucks pulling up to the edge
of fragile bluff can NOT help the long- and short-term integrity of soil/sand of the
bluff.
--In addition, existing diversion of some of that water runoff from 57/59 PR spills
onto private property of Shapiro and Alvord as abutters without any easement to
permit this to happen.
--It is interesting to note that 57/59 PR access point is NOT in the center of the
overall Pocomo permitted project with only two properties to the East of 57/59 PR
access with many more to the West. It becomes even more of an outlier as a
delivery point if you consider new sand needs of permitted (and anticipated)
projects on both sides of Pocomo Point. Note that unauthorized sand was witnessed
being transported from 57/59 PR to sites on the other side of the point that were
not permitted to utilize the 57/59 PR for their sand delivery. (Note: Cullen at # 71
Pocomo Road.. what is in their order of conditions as to where their sand
replenishment is to come from?)
--PR between 69 and 71 truly IS in the middle of the project (especially
considering new dune protection efforts on the other side of Pocomo Point.) It's
also bordered by two abutters who are doing dune preservation hence impact on
bluff and beach of sand delivery is eliminated due to continuing renovation at that
site.

--Bluff at the 57/59 PR is among the steepest locations to drop sand to the beach
on the Eastern side of Pocomo Point. Collateral damage from taking dump trucks
to the edge of bluff and just pouring it over the side with no control. (Including
damage to stairs and infringement on private property on the beach).
--Damage to property values of non-benefiting abutters due to proximity of
ongoing construction/replenishment projects, traffic, heavy equipment use and
erosion.
There has been a consistently poor track record of efforts of consultants and
engineers with often conflicting and misleading information, slow and inattentive
remediation efforts and finger pointing by consultants/ contractors on project
elements/repair timeframes. This includes everything from stair damage to
landscaping/repairs of 57/59 PR and finally to crossed signals even between
contractor and consultant on the movement of sand to unauthorized locations on
the other side of the point.
We as neighbors and abutters are NOT benefitting from the project but we are left
to police and navigate the project and its harmful consequences to our bluff and
our beachfront.
We appreciate any efforts by the ConComm to remedy this situation which could
include the relocation of the sand delivery location to a place that would not cause
such unintended consequences on private property owners.

